HIGH SCHOOL – ADDITIONAL PRESENTATIONS
All optional presentations can be included with your hour-long tour experience. Presentations focus on a specific economic or personal finance topic.

Money Simulation (60 minutes)
During this interactive budgeting activity, students have the chance to build an effective monthly budget. By creating a sample budget, students will learn how education, planning, and budgeting can impact their financial future.

Economic Outlook Presentation (30 minutes)
During this presentation, students will have the opportunity to learn about the current outlook of the U.S. economy from a representative of the Kansas City Federal Reserve’s Economic Research department. This session will inspire participants to learn more about the economy, data analysis, and the work of the Federal Reserve.

Be Wise about Credit (30 minutes)
Participants gain a better understanding of how credit works and how to use it responsibly.

The Cost of War (60 minutes)
Students will take a dive into the history of the Great War and the Federal Reserve’s role in funding WWI through the Liberty Loan program. Students will view historic campaign posters and complete an activity that explores how individual responsibility and personal budgeting helped win the war.

Ready to schedule your tour?
www.kansascityfed.org/moneymuseum
KC钱MoneyMuseum@kc.frb.org
816.881.2683
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City
1 Memorial Drive, Kansas City, MO 64198
K-8TH GRADE TOURS AND PRESENTATIONS
These tour experiences include an economic educational presentation or activity (listed below) and a tour of our cash department, where you can see our cash operations and how the Bank processes millions of dollars each day.

KINDERGARTEN – 2ND GRADE TOUR EXPERIENCE
Presentation: Making Cents of Coins
Students practice their money skills by learning about the different coins we use here in the United States and how they design and mint the coins at the U.S. mint.

3RD – 5TH GRADE TOUR EXPERIENCE
Presentation: Money, Money, Money!!!
Students learn the characteristics of money and discover why we use coins and currency today. With the use of iPads, students look closely at what the U.S. Bureau of Engraving and Printing does to prevent counterfeiting.

6TH – 8TH GRADE TOUR EXPERIENCE
iPad Scavenger Hunt: The Quest for the Lost Vault
Students are sent on a Quest for the Lost Vault by using an iPad scavenger hunt to gain a deep understanding of the history and function of the Federal Reserve.

HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TOUR EXPERIENCE
- Screening of the film, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City: A Century of Confidence.
- An in-depth view of the operations of one of the nation’s largest cash vaults which processes millions of dollars daily.
- Interactive exhibits that explore banking, the payment system and how monetary decisions impact a family’s bottom line.
- The famous Harry S. Truman Coin Collection, which includes coins from each U.S. presidential administration.